8897 - MECHANICAL ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER

PRODUCT: ROLL TOWEL DISPENSER
MECHANICAL PULL-DOWN

VON DREHLE ITEM NUMBER: 8897

DEPTH: 10.18”
HEIGHT: 15.99”
WIDTH: 12.05”

DISPENSERS PER CASE: 1
CASES PER PALLET: 96
CASE CUBE: 1.23 CUBIC FEET
SHIPPING WEIGHT: 6.9 LBS

COVER: BLACK - BREAK & CHEMICAL RESISTANT PLASTIC
BASE: BLACK - BREAK & CHEMICAL RESISTANT PLASTIC

REMARKS: DISPENSES ONE 11” TOWEL
HOLDS ROLLS UP TO 8.5” WIDE AND UP TO 8” DIAMETER
LOW PULL FORCE REDUCES “TABBING”
STUB ROLL FEATURE
LARGE VIEWING WINDOW TO HOLD ADVERTISEMENTS, INFO
CONFORMS TO ADA STANDARDS & HACCP GUIDELINES
1.22-INCH Roll SUPPORT HUBS

FOR USE WITH: 863B, 863N, 88115B, 88115N, 88106B, 88106N, 828B, 828N